
farOpen Art Trail 2022
2ND-10TH JULY 2022

Please check opening days and times in the brochure for each studio you’re 

intending on visiting as these vary between artists 

Sign up for live events, updates and artist info via our website

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30

16

Route Planners have been designed to help you map out your journey 
to visit studios within close proximity to each other and include nearby 

cafes or pubs to collect your brochure & pause for refreshments

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS AT EACH LOCATION



farOpen Art Trail 2022 
ROUTE PLANNER G:  STUDIOS 40, 29, 45, 21, 17 
GOODRICH, BISHOPSWOOD, LYDBROOK, THE PLUDDS

Lorna HitchenS, Grahame Morgan-Watson, Michael Lawrence, Love the Lampshade - Julie Lawrence,

Deborah Phelps-Gane  & Christine Smyth. 

Lorna Hitchens at Studio 40 is a local artist based in Goodrich who uses both painting and 
ceramics as a means of creative expression. As a painter she works primarily in oil paints on 
portraiture, landscape and still life studies and specialises in equestrian commissions. Her 
current ceramic projects include wood firing her terra sigillata vessels in open pits and old 
oil drums which result in beautiful organic surface patterns; as well as continuing with her 
Wye Valley Vessels series which have subtle influences of the surrounding hills and meadows 
of the Wye Valley landscape. She works and teaches from her Rocklands Art Studio where 
she will also be exhibiting work from other farOPen artists John Slater, Pam Morgan, Alan 
Christopher, Linda Passey, Sue Haverly and Sally Anne Tottle shown below.



After which, Lydbrook porvides a lovely little cluster of artists starting with Studio 45 with 
Michael Lawrence. His sculptures oten portray the human form and in a playful way, they 
explore scale and the ordinary, aiming to capture a feeling or moment, suggesting at the life 
within. The boy picture top left can be discovered sat above you in the Lydbrook riverside 
carpark so do stop there for quick look with a flask of tea!

A short drive through the countryside and over the river will find you meadering towards 
Studio 29 in Bishopswood where Grahame Morgan-Watson will be showing many of his 
large canvases, as well as the life-size stiffened material sculptures. Much of Grahame’s art is 
inspired by Nature and Music. As a Jazz musician the visual impact of his paintings can often 
be dramatic, complex and highly textured. On sale will be a range of Originals Paintings,
Sculptures, Giclée’ Prints, Art Cards and Prints on Canvas. Grahame aims to be ‘actively 
creating’ in his studio throughout the trail so do stop in to watch him at work which can 
sometimes be a bit of a messy affair!



Sharing Studio 45 is Julie Lawrence of Love the Lampshade who creates the most 
enchanting bright, tailored lampshades which are deliberately designed to change 
appearance when the light goes on. This occurs through changes of colour, illusionary 
textures or by revealing characters from within. Using traditional shaped frames they are 
designed to celebrate uniqueness and to offer ways for them to be personalised. Just being in 
her calming presence will have you enjoying this route immensly so do come and have a chat 
with her and let her demonstarte how the lampshades take on their new forms when the 
lights goes out and the lamp comes on! 

By heading from there up to Upper Lydbrook, you will discoover Deborah Phelps-Gane  of 
Studio 21. A newcomer to the trail this year, she describes herself as a self taught artist 
who loves working in acrylics, mixed media and oils. She enjoys taking inspiration from the 
landscape around her, painting intuively to express a feeling or emotion that a place offers 
her. With a range in styles which are distinctly her own signature, you’ll find her work an 
exciting mix to tickle your senses. 



You’re warmly invited to stop for refreshments & collect your brochure with 
full artist directory from the following places along this route: Forge Hammer 
(Lydbrook), Paddle Cafe (Bishopswood Canoe Launch), The Hostelrie  (Goodrich), 
The Cross Hands (Goodrich), The Inn on the Wye (Kerne Bridge), The Mill Race 
(Walford), Woods Cafe (Whitchurch), The Saracens Head (Symonds Yat).

Last but not least on this route is Christine Smyth at Studio 17 which you can reach 
via Ruardean or Brierley - either way is a beautifully scenic drive through the summer 
forest! She’s a retired art teacher and has experimented with many different forms of 
making over the years. She loves the creative process and is happy working in many 
different mediums. As you can see, working from observation is the main starting point 
for her vibrant and realistic pictures. Come delve into her sketchbooks  which form a 
visual record of her life and really see what makes this artist tick!

Please check each artist’s opening hours on their directory page to ensure you can visit in that order 
on any particular day. For any change to times or live events happening, please subscribe to our 

mailing list and follow us on Instagram and Facebook. 

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30

www.faropen.co.uk


